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Preface

This unique book is intented to compensate for a decades-old
deficit.
The story of the Fencing and Athletic Club (VAC) reflects and
represents modern Jewish history in Hungary. This is the story of
a club which has left an outstanding legacy for future generations,
a legacy that does not fade over time. The VAC was the first Jewish
sports club in Hungary and one of the first Jewish multisport associations in the world. Its athletes won numerous Hungarian, European and Olympic medals and triumphed in many championships.
Unfortunately we have been left with minimal archives, as a
large number of documents were destroyed or disappeared during
the hardships of the 20th century. Many events from the history of
the club could only be reconstructed. The VAC lost an incredible
number of its athletes during the First and Second World Wars.
Arguably, no other sports club suffered losses of this magnitude.
The VAC’s existence and activities were persecuted, impeded
and banned by totalitarian regimes, both right and left, of the 20thcentury.
This book fills a much-needed gap. It is the first detailed account of the history of the VAC.
I trust this book helps restore the VAC’s well-deserved place
in the history of Hungarian sport. It makes clear the tremendous
role of our athletes and trainers in introducing and making widely
popular sports. These sports are now considered Hungarian success stories. This book shows how the VAC’s contribution was and
remains fundamental to Hungary’s Olympic achievements.
Ádám Jusztin, President of Maccabi VAC
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Introduction

After the Austro-Hungarian Compromise in 1867, emancipation was one of the first legislative acts of the newly formed government. Baron József Eötvös, Minister of Religion and Public
Education of Hungary, expressed his support for the inclusion of
Jewish equality in a separate law, which was approved by the Parliament, adopting the Emancipation Act (1867: XVII.) at its meeting on December 17th, 1867:
“§ 1 Jewish inhabitants of the country are declared to be equally
entitled to exercise all civil and political rights as the Christian
population.
§ 2 Any law, custom or regulation to the contrary is hereby terminated.”
The law passed smoothly not only the House of Representatives, but also the House of Magnates.
The achieved legal emancipation accelerated the modernization of Jewish society and proved the correctness of integration
efforts before the majority of Jews contemplating assimilation.
At the same time, the emergence of modern sports and the development of today’s athletics in the second half of the last century coincided with the industrialization, civilization, modernization and the strengthening of national consciousness in Hungary.
These processes primarily affected the urban population, a significant part of which was not yet native Hungarian speaker, it rather
consisted of Germans or German-speaking Jews. Urban Jews were
mainly active in commercial, financial, and intellectual occupations. While the majority of the founders of modern sports came
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from the ranks of liberal nobility, it was natural that citizens and
intellectuals also became involved very soon.
In this multidimensional assimilation process, the article, published by Dr. Henrik Schuschny, a school physician and teacher,
in 1895 in the Yearbook of the Jewish Hungarian Literary Society,
was a milestone:
“Physical education, if done consciously, enhances not only
physical strength but also increases self-confidence and self-esteem. (...) If, besides his patriotism and his education, the Hungarian Jew has a healthy, tempered body and self-esteem, his religion
will be the only difference between him and his patriotic fellow
inhabitants. Only this will complete the process of our becoming
part of the nation, so warmly desired by us.”
In the previous quotation Schuschny formulated the essence
of Jewish athletics in Hungary, but let’s have a look on what happened.
In the 1880s, the democratization of sport began, members of
the lower classes engaged in sports that were reserved for the gentry before, and club membership was gradually based on a broader
social foundation. Formerly established sports associations, such
as the National Gymnastics Association, which only focused on
gymnastics, refused to take part in other sports, and the Hungarian Athletic Club, which accepted only Christians with high-school
diplomas. There are a number of articles in the Herkules Sports
magazine that illustrate these topics. There is a headline from 1885
with the title “Jewish Sports Association”, which complains that
aristocratic clubs do not admit individuals with Jewish descent,
neither do they accept ordinary Christian civilians.
But the essence of the article is not criticism of anti-Semitism,
but encouragement. According to the author, “There are at least five
thousand intelligent Jewish young men in Budapest who would be
a useful force in any branch of sport, and here there is hardly any
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sports association in Hungary that would have a Jewish member
besides the National Gymnastics Association, the Capital Fencing
Club and the Vasparipa (“Dandy Horse”) Association. Why don’t
the non-anti-Semitic members of the Christian world leave their
respective clubs to rather form ones that accept all, in which neither religious nor social differences are known.”
Certainly, the article also contributed to the fact that, after an
unlicensed, athletic competition, a group of athletes of the National Gymnastics Association founded the Hungarian Body Exercise
Circle which many researchers consider to be the world’s first Jewish sports association. MTK became the main base of Jewish athletes, the most well-known and most popular of those clubs, which
obviously had a Jewish orientation, even though MTK had never
been declared a Jewish club.
At about the same time, three years after the publication of Dr.
Schushny’s article, two Zionist leaders born in Budapest, Theodor
Herzl and Max Nordau, announced their ideas of the “New Jew”
and the “Muskeljudentum” at the 2nd Zionist World Congress in
1898 in Basel. These ideas launched the spread of Jewish sports
associations and later the birth of Jewish sports movements. Max
Nordau’s speech was particularly inspiring:
“The Jews of the mediaeval ghetto were made poor, miserable
people who were lean and helpless. We suffered from lack of power,
air, water and a country, as Aristotle defined the elements of physics. In the narrow streets of the ghetto, we forgot about exercise
and how to stand up straight. The rays of the sun did not penetrate
into the houses, the life was dominated by the reign of darkness.
Our weight increased. Our will is free. No one will prevent our
bodies from healing. We re-envision the youth. They will have
wide chests, muscular limbs and brave eyes. We will be the people
of courage. Sports are important for our education so that we can
not only recover physically but also mentally. We are witnessing
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the emergence of a new, strong and healthy youth. They are not yet
exactly like the Jews who fought with Greek soldiers and northern barbarians. Nevertheless, they will become stronger! Long live
sports! Let all Jewish sports clubs grow and flourish!”
Max Nordau believed that Jews were weak because of oppression, darkness of the ghetto, that they were people with a lack of
self-confidence, which could be changed through the development
of muscle strength, the creation of sports and the establishment of
Jewish sports clubs. Nearly a hundred Zionist sports clubs were
founded before 1914, mostly in Central Europe, they usually wore
a blue-white, jersey with the David-star, most of them with names
of the ancient Jewish past and its heroes (Makkabi, Hasmonea,
Bar Kochba, Samson) or ones that showed strength and courage
(Hakoah, Haggibor). Some of the most famous ones included Bar
Kochba Berlin, Hakoah Wien, Haggibor Praha. In Transylvania,
however, there was hardly a bigger city where there would have
been so many Jewish sports clubs; these were Kolozsvár Haggibor, Temesvár Kadimah, Máramarossziget Samson, Nagyszeben
Jehuda, Brassó Ivria, Nagyvárad Makkabea, Beszterce és Szatmár
Bar Kochba, Marosvásárhely Kadimah, Gyulafehérvár Ezra, Déva
Achdut.
However, there was a declared Jewish sports club founded by
Zionists in Budapest, considered to be one of the rare exceptions.
It was the Hungarian named Fencing and Athletic Club (VAC),
founded in 1906.
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History of the Fencing and Athletics Club

“Raise your hands to the sky, men, brave men,
Who isn’t afraid of the future they may see,
Let it roar, scream, storm from afar
The great battle cry of the young titans!”
(VAC pledge)
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The Beginnings
In Hungary, the vast majority of Jewish society chose assimilation after the Austro-Hungarian Compromise of 1867, and this
was particularly true for the Jews of the capital. In Pest, Zionist
ideas were not much supported by Jews, as they felt it meaningless,
incomprehensible, and many were outraged by the demonstrative
wearing of Jewish symbols and the emphasis on origin.
In Hungary, Zionism was not able to grow deep roots, similarly
to other European countries, where Jews did not have to live outside of society. At the turn of the century, after emancipation, Jews
and non-Jews lived in peace. The VAC was not created later at the
beginning of the turn of the century because origin would have
been a disqualification for membership of other clubs. Many talented Jewish athletes had been doing sports at the then-operating
Újpest, MTK, FTC and other clubs.
Thus, at the turn of the century, the Zionists in Hungary had
no easy task as they sought to recruit believers in an environment
deeply committed to assimilation, which was often hostile to the
movement. (According to an article about the history of Zionism
in Hungary in 1934: “When we started our work, Hungarian Jewishness was still referred to as „Israelite“, to be called „Jewish“ was
considered shameful even within Jewry, and we have redeemed the
honor of the name „Jewish“ for the Jewry with self-consciousness
and sincere faith.”) Under these circumstances, students founded
the Makkabea, an association of Zionist university students, in
1903. Lajos Dömény, an extremely agile law student with high talent to organize joined them soon, and wanted to establish a sports
club where members do not need to strip their Jewish identity and
the belonging to the Jews would also be reflected in the name of
the club. Within the framework of the Makkabea one originally
intended to establish a Jewish Gymnastics Club, but the statute was
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not accepted by the authorities, as the name referred to a denomination (in 1914, due to its denominational character, the football
federation did not accept the Pozsony (Bratislava) Makkabi established within the Ceire Cion Association; at the same time it’s no
coincidence that Christian sports clubs weren’t established either
at the turn of the century). The founders therefore sought to preserve the Jewish character of the club under a neutral name. This
is how the name VAC was chosen because “the initials can form a
Magen David with the right arrangement”.
The minutes of the club’s staturory assembly, as well as its statutes themselves have disappeared, we only know from later archival documents that its founding papers were submitted to the City
Council of Budapest on the letterhead of Dr. Soma Perl’s law firm
in 1906.
The first elected president of the Club was the lawyer Dr. Soma
Perl; Dávid Kohn and Hugó Schey became vice presidents of the
early days; Hugó Schey was later replaced by Lajos Dömény in 1911.
The secretary of the Club was Andor Zsoldos, second secretary was
Jenő Sipos, and Treasurer Ármin Beregi. Arnold Schwartz served as
vice treasurer, Andor Déri as custodian, Dr. Mór Künsztler was the
house physician and Lajos Dömény served as club attorney.
The first official club room, or office was in the IV. district, on
the first floor in 10 Hajó Street, and the official gym, where training
sessions were held in the early days, took place in the VII. district
in the gym of the Nyár Street school until 1911.
In 1911, the headquarters and office of the VAC was relocated
to 36 Király Street in the VI. district, and the gym moved for three
years to 12 Síp Street in the VII. district, and then from 1914 to 44
Wesselényi Street.
In 1909, the VAC elected honorary member Max Nordau, the
father of “Muskeljudentum”, who wrote to the club in a letter of
thanks:
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“It’s a highly reassuring and uplifting feeling to watch a young
generation grow up, that has the ambition to compete with all other peoples in terms of physical talent and skill, as we have always
been able to do that in terms of spiritual and moral abilities.”
The VAC had already gone beyond the limits of gymnastics in
the early days and could be considered the first all-round Jewish
sports association. After the association was founded, table tennis,
wrestling, football, gymnastics, and the fencing divisions started
to operate very soon, which we will expand on in the next chapter. Initially the establishment of the divisions, the development
of the association and its integration into Hungarian sports life
were closely related to the activity of Dr. Lajos Dömény, Dr. Andor
Schwarz, Dr. Lipót Weisz, Dr. Andor Bíró, Dr. Benő Goldmann,
Andor Zsoldos, Hugó Schey, Ármin Bereg, Béla Zádor, József
Kohn and Lajos Babó.
The successful formation and prosperity of the VAC as well as
its guest performances have had a major impact on Jewish sports
movements in the surrounding countries, and the VAC has also
inspired the founding of Hakoah Wien.
Hugo Meisl, the legendary late Austrian federal captain, wrote
an article titled “Jewish National Sports Movement”, in which he
described the impact of the VAC’s formation and the team’s visit to
Vienna in 1909 on Vienna’s Jewish youth and how it inspired them
to create Hakoah Wien. Meisl saw the importance of declared Jewish sports associations in the fact that their members, upon joining, make a pledge on the Jewish national idea, they don’t experience their Jewishness as a religion anymore, but as belonging to
a national, racial organization. Whatever social background they
may have, they define themselves primarily as Jewish not as Hungarian, Austrian or German.
Both VAC management and departments were hit hard by the
outbreak of World War I. Many of the athletes and leaders enlisted
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in the army, and many of them were killed, including the founder,
Lajos Dömény, who died a hero as a captain at the Russian front.
So many members were called up that the association’s existence
got in danger.
As a result of the war there were also transformations in management: In 1916, in addition to Dr. Soma Perl Dr. Ferenc Kassai
was appointed co-president responsible for executive duties, Dr.
Dömény was replaced by vice-president Dr. Ferencz Kramer, while
Dr. Sándor Jakobovits took over the position of the secretary from
Jenő Balasa.
The Zionist Companies
In 1918, immediately after the end of World War I, ex-military
founding fathers, leaders and field members of Makkabea and the
VAC, led by Ármin Beregi, became involved in creating an organization unique in the history of European Jewry.
After World War I, the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy broke
apart. In 1918, the repatriation of Hungarian prisoners of war
from the detention centers in Russia began. After the lost war,
traumatized, frenzied soldiers poured into the country from the
fronts, and found their relatives at home in misery. In the autumn
of 1918, reports on looting and maltreating Jewish fellow citizens
in Hungarian villages, in some cases with a deadly outcome, were
given devoted columns in the [periodicals] Egyenlőség (“Equality”)
and Magyar Zsidó Szemle (“Hungarian Jewish Review”). Occasionally, soldiers deployed to restore order got also involved in looting. When Jewish communities submitted the list of victims to the
Ministry of the Interior, their number reached 6,206, and the damage amounted to 1 billion crowns. In this troubled situation, at the
beginning of November, when news of pogroms were on the rise,
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István Friedrich, Secretary for Defense, applied to the people and
asked volunteers to maintain order.
The call was heard by the ex-military Zionist youths. Captain
Ármin Beregi and his fellow officers, who were originally all members of the Makkabea Zionist Student Union, showed up in the
Ministry of Defense. The plan was to set up some military companies (with 1,500 men) to protect Jewish and non-Jewish citizens.
When Friedrich saw the high-ranking military officers, he said
desperately, “I can’t help, I have no troops.” However, the delegation told him that they did not come to ask, but to offer help. “We
are organizing law enforcement squads, we only ask for a formal
licence and arms.” Friedrich immediately gave the officer group
permission and ammunition. He placed the [Archduke] Albrecht
Barracks at their disposal, which was located at Lehel Square, in
the thirteenth district. The commander-in-chief of the troops was
State Secretary Friedrich himself, and commander was Ármin Beregi. The official name of the self-defense organization was “Volunteer Defense Companies”, but they were generally referred to as
“Zionist companies”. The Guard performed well. In addition to the
territories inhabited by minorities in Upper Hungary and Transylvania, they successfully combatted looters, who were raising hell in
organized groups in the Nyírség area and Szeged, until the dissolution of the Guard in March 1919.
(On February 18th, 1919, Friedrich announced the establishment of the “National Guard”. He asked Beregi to merge the Zionist Executive Companies with the Guard. Beregi refused, resigned
and disbanded the Companies on March 1st, 1919.)
In his statement, István Friedrich emphasized the merits of
the “Companies” in maintaining order and rejected anti-Semitic
charges later, when Beregi and his associates were attacked for the
creation of the companies, and they were also accused of paving
the way for the “dictatorship of the proletariat” [i. e., Bolshevism].
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From the Golden Age of the Twenties
and Thirties till the Ban
Beregi’s militant Zionist attitude and that of his founding associates was quite apparent throughout the first fifteen years of VAC
history. Ármin Beregi was the chief organizer of the Maccabea,
later he became president of the Hungarian Zionist Association,
and emigrated to Palestine in 1921. At the 1920 General Assembly
of the VAC, Ármin Beregi spoke as the founder, and was quoted
several times: “By the advent of the VAC, the anomaly of being
called a Jew by a member of a sports association as [an expression of] belittling or insult, is over. The Fencing and Athletics Club
stood up and said, I take the Jewish name, and not only do I take
it, but I am crying out to the Hungarian society at the top of my
lungs: whoever wants to see a Jewish force and a Jewish team, look
here at us, who created a real resource of nothing, just of a symbol
and of our hearts.”
Neither the majority of Jewish society nor the leadership of the
community supported the Zionist ideas, this became especially apparent when VAC presidents were selected from among prominent
personalities of the community and the Jewish bourgeoisie. Such
individuals were Dr. Ferenc Székely, chairman of a bank and community leader, or later Dr. Zoltán Kohn or Dr. Frigyes Párkány,
government chief counsellor and member of parliament.
Consequently the club was born to promote an idea that was rejected by the majority of Jewish society, and this has fundamentally
determined their support. Thus, it is not surprising that the relationship between the VAC and the community was always tense,
even when the club was under quasi-communal control. An example indicating this is when in 1921 Ferenc Székely, chairman of
the club and that of the Jewish Community of Pest, said: “The aim
of the VAC is to raise Jewish mass sports and Jewish self-esteem,
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and no other purpose might be entered into the life of the VAC.
(…) The majority of the members, or even the founding part of
the members, belong to a party of the Jewry who are far from this
position.” (The article was on the occasion of VAC’s football team
ascending to the first league.)
The golden age of the VAC, like most Zionist clubs, can be attributed to the first half of the twenties, at least concerning the most
popular sport: football. Although the masses did not attend the
matches that were mostly held on the Horse Racing field, they remained a stable vanguard team for a few years. They did not achieve
such a success, as the internationally renowned Makkabi Brno, or
Hakoah Wien, who won the first Austrian professional championship, but between 1921 and 1926, when Hungarian football was at
the forefront of the world, a fifth place was achieved once. However, the VAC had a significant membership of between one and
two thousand, and over 300 certified athletes of both genders, and
had achieved great success in multiple sports. VAC’s best-known
athletes won their Olympic championships later in the years in
other clubs’ colors, such as the gymnast Ágnes Keleti, swordsman
Endre Kabos, or played in the Hungarian national football team
like one of the most valuable and most successful players, József
“Csibi” Braun. In addition a good number of their water polo and
handball players, gymnasts and table tennis players achieved leading Hungarian and even international rank at the vanguard of their
particular sports. Among these are table tennis players Dóra Beregi, Gárdos II. György, gymnasts Dr. József Szalai, Dr. László Tauber
and István Sárkány, diver László Vajda or handball players István
Serényi-Schlesinger, Endre Salgó but the list is far from complete.
Any individual regardless of his/her denomination could be admitted to the association, and many from the Christian society
took advantage of that because of the high professional standard of
work the club was famous for. The overwhelming majority of the
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VAC members were students, public servants and skilled workers.
The fencing section was the only exception, because its members
were mostly comprised of upper class intellectuals. The club’s revenue came mainly from three sources: membership fees, donations
from affluent club leaders or board members, and community support. The association’s sportsmen didn’t receive any salary, except
for the quasi-professional football team in the twenties.
In regard to recruiting young talents for the VAC it was a significant event when the Kis VAC (“Little VAC”), established earlier
to promote intensive junior and mass sports, merged with Remény
(“Hope”) SC, thus Remény VAC was born in September 1922,
which continued, already with united efforts and great energy,
sports education of the Jewish youth. Their football team played
a prominent role in the junior league for several years and usually played against their current opponent before the matches of
the senior team. Besides sports they organized English, German,
French language courses and cultural programs for the youngsters.
József Singer and Jenő Fülöp were both designated co-presidents
of Remény VAC; Pál Réh and József Goldmann were elected vice
presidents, Miklós Réh became secretary, and a forty-member
body was set up to assist the executive board and manage the affairs of the team.
VAC leadership always included a social president who was the
face of the club to the outside world, who tried to find sponsors
and often provided substantial financial support himself, such as
Dr. Soma Perl, then Dr. Ferenc Székely, Dr. Zoltán Kohn, then Dr.
Frigyes Párkány and Marcell Grosz. They were usually affluent, intelligent personalities well-respected in the wider society of their
age. In addition to the social president, there was the function of
the so-called executive president, who managed the club’s day-today operations and administration, and directly oversaw the operations of the divisions. This office was hold by Ferenc Kassai in
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the 1910s and then by former military captain and landowner Elek
Kelecsényi (Klein), remaining in office the longest.
Cultural Life
The twenties were an outstanding period not only of sport, but
also of cultural life.
Every year since 1923, the VAC organized balls during the winter, regularly attended by the capital’s prominent personalities of
Jewish origin. The most important venue of the ball was the Vigadó. On January 28, 1923, the club held its first ball at the Vigadó
building, where the [Budapest] garrison’s band provided music
for the dances. Prior to the ball, the epoche’s most famous representatives of the world of artists were performing on stage, among
others Blanka Péchy, Olga Gencsy, Károly Burián, Oszkár Kálmán,
and Gyula Gaál.
Every Thursday evening, a culture club was held at the current
VAC clubhouse where they considered it important to nurture
Jewish traditions. Renown Jewish personalities like József Patai,
Ármin Beregi, Dr. Mózes Richtmann and chief rabbi Dr. Simon
Hevesi were the most frequent lecturers of these cultural evenings.
VAC’s 100-member mixed chorus, existing from the first half of
the twenties, was led by Lajos Burger, who acted also as the Counselor of the Pest Jewish Community. Besides him Elias Heim and
Jakab Tenen led the choir rehearsals.
From 1922, VAC’s press medium was a newspaper called Sport
és Társadalom (“Sports and Society”). 1926 is the last year of its
copies, which can be used as a source. From 1924, the publication
of the paper was interrupted, probably due to financial problems.
The financial base for the newspaper was mainly made up of donations and advertising revenue. The newspaper focused primar121
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ily on the club’s life and results. We can read articles about Makkabi clubs, Zionist leaders, religious issues, the results of the VAC
members, and the work of the departments. The editorial and publishing offices were at 27 Teréz Boulevard in the VI. district. The
paper’s editor-in-chief was Simon Deutsch-Dér, Sándor Schwarcz
acted as director of the publishing office, and executive editor was
the journalist József Strasser. The newspaper was also available in
parts of Yugoslavia and in Vienna.
Inspiring venues of the cultural life were the VAC club rooms,
rented from the early twenties, and which were, without exception,
cafés. Among them, the Westend, the Sorrento on Teréz Boulevard, the István Király Café in 8 Podmaniczky Street and the Terminus Café are mentioned by the VAC’s contemporary press medium. The most important among them, where most of the events
were organized and which for a while also housed the club’s office,
was the Sorrento Café, at 19, Teréz Boulevard in the VI. district.
The VAC established its own Scout Group by 1926 and joined
the Hungarian Scout Movement. The name of the Scout Group was
Vándormadár (“Migratory Bird”), and within Scouting they were
intensely engaged in the physical, emotional and spiritual education of young people. They organized cultural programs, skill competitions, camps and carried out smaller social activities.
The club’s primary base and training center was the gym of the
school at 44 Wesselényi Street in the VII. district. The building also
housed the central secretary of the club. The second base was the
Jewish High School in Abonyi Street, built in the thirties. In this
building, there was a state-of-the-art gym and a courtyard. The
Jewish High School served as the club’s number one pool of sourcing young talents, but it also recruited athletes from the Bethlen
Square School and the Jewish Boys’ Orphanage.
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Zoltán Dückstein was the most prominent VAC specialist. His
versatility and ability to cope with heavy workload is also proved
by the fact that, until 1944, he was the head coach of three sports
simultaneously: handball, basketball and gymnastics. He was
highly organized, he excelled in education and his works on sport
are still held in high regard. His trainees respected him for his humanism. His admiration for sports knew no boundaries, and he
was also involved with journalism; as of 1928 he became columnist
at Egyenlőség (“Equality”), later at Esti Kurír (“Evening Courier”)
and finally at Mai Nemzedék (“Today’s Generation”). In addition,
he also served on international referree panels. The Maccabi World
Federation had entrusted him with designing free exercises for
Jewish athletes in Palestine. The VAC gymnastics team was also
invited several times during the twenties and thirties to perform at
the Maccabi gymnastics championships and gymnastics festivals,
which they attended out of competiton as they were not members
of the Maccabi World Federation. Their popularity was enormous,
and they participated in tournaments arranged by the Maccabi
World Federation in Brno and Prague, then Czechoslovakia. In the
twenties József Szalai, in the thirties István Sárkány, Endre Akarat,
György Fehér and László Tauber took part.
For the turn of the thirties and forties, despite the financial difficulties that had already occurred, the number of departments of
the club was already 17. These were the following; table tennis, athletics, wrestling, boxing, archery, rowing, football, hockey, handball, basketball, skiing, weightlifting, tennis, gymnastics, tourist,
swimming, fencing departments with more than a thousand primary athletes. (This book deals with the history and athletes of the
most successful divisions in a separate chapter.) In these difficult
times, chairman Frigyes Párkány, managing director Elek Kelecsényi, vice president Jenő Halas, secretary general Dr. Ferenc Vilner,
secretary Vilmos Szász, as well as Mihály Feldmann and Sándor
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Grünwald, among others, did a heroic job to save the club from
persecution.
In 1941, as a consequence of the anti-Jewish laws, VAC departments were disqualified from the Hungarian national championships. In 1942, no single division participated in official competitions and the club’s charter had to be modified. Nevertheless the
association didn’t dissolve, but its athletes were training and preparing [for better times], in many cases secretly in basement gyms,
during late-night hours, until 1944.
The horrors of World War II seriously affected the membership
of the VAC, hundreds perished during the Holocaust. However,
several former members of the VAC were involved in resistance
and Jewish rescue. The best known of them is the surgeon Dr.
László Tauber, a former gymnast and Hungarian national champion, who was chief medical officer of the International Red Cross
Hospital. His heroic determination as a citizen and a doctor was
exemplary. As a surgeon he saved the lives of many of his peers
who were forced to move into the ghetto, and also by obtaining
false papers for the persecuted, using his international relations.
After the war he emigrated to Sweden and then to the United
States. Being a successful neurosurgeon of great renown, he kept
on generously supporting his former beloved club, the VAC, after
the war, and later also its less fortunate members.
The Years after World War II
The VAC suffered significant personal and financial losses during World War II, yet the Holocaust survivors, sports leaders and
coaches like Marcell Grosz, Elek Kelecsényi-Klein, Zoltán Dückstein, József Duxler, got to work immediately to re-launch the
departments and club life. President, Marcell Grosz, desperately
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tried to search for potential supporters, Jewish organizations, and
owners and executives of Jewish-owned factories. One of such desperate letters asking for financial assistance exemplifies the VAC’s
post-World War II situation. This letter was sent by Marcell Grosz
to the Board of Directors and the Work’s Council of Goldberger
Sámuel és Fiai R.T.
It described that the VAC has been subjected to serious persecution for 25 years, their equipment, material belongings were
looted or destroyed during the siege [of Budapest], several athletes lost their lives or returned home from the hell of the World
War losing their property and becoming homeless. The 17 departments had hundreds of surviving athletes, most of whom
were workers or intellectuals, unable to pay membership fees to
play sports. Grosz and some former leaders tried to do their utmost to make the club work again, but in the absence of funding,
it seemed a very difficult business. That’s why they asked for support to re-start the divisions and to be able to re-engage athletes
under decent conditions.
Some departments, such as basketball, handball, table tennis,
had already entered the Hungarian championships in 1945 and the
sport life slowly restarted. We will expand on these separately in
the section on the history of the departments.
From 1947 and 1950, we can also find letters in which the VAC
thanked the Maccabi World Federation for the invitation to the
Maccabi World Games, but it outlined bureaucratic and financial
obstacles. It described its past and achievements and defined the
VAC as the strongest and most successful Jewish club ever. It also
mentioned the departments, current activities, and that the official
invitation was to be sent to National Sports Office, in which the
World Federation would call on the VAC to participate in the third
Maccabi Games, which the VAC would like to attend. (Of course,
nothing was realized of this.)
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After several months of surveillance and harassment, the communist regime disbanded the Hungarian Zionist Association in
March 1949, and continuously monitored and prosecuted the
activities of the Joint (American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee). The most important financial and intellectual support of
the VAC had been eliminated. No official letter is available on its
termination, but without financial or other subsidies its operation
became completely impossible. (The VAC was not only seen as a
sports association, but, because of its past, it was considered to be
an ideologically organized Zionist / national association relating to
a certain religion.)
A report written to the Mayor of Budapest about the implementation of the decree-circular issued in 1948, regulating the control
over the operations of associations, was perhaps one of the last official documents that survived the club. This report was submitted
in the summer of 1949.
According to this official document, in August 1949 the number of [the club’s] sportsmen-members was 2,000, its gym was
located in 44 Wesselényi Street, its legal address registered at 26
Erzsébet Boulevard in the VII. district. The club was subsidized
by membership fees, donations plus a 3,000 forint monthly grant
received from the Joint, and it was operating in accordance with
the statute amended in 1942.
The association had 2,578 forints and 42 pennies cash on July
31, 1949. The assets of the association comprised inventory items,
sports equipment, as well as the funds on its account at the postal
savings bank.
After the club was disbanded, several athletes transferred to
other clubs of the capital; mainly to the Budapesti Vörös Meteor
(“Budapest Red Meteor”), Postás SE (“Postal S.C.”), the VI. district
MADISZ [initials of Hungarian Democratic Youth Union], and
many chose to make Aliyah or emigrate.
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According to the memories of some former VAC athletes and
the oral tradition, President Marcell Grosz and some others tried
to reorganize the club in the early fifties, but this was forbidden by
the ruling communist regime.
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The VAC’s Primary Sourcing Pool of Young Talents:
The Jewish High School
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The history of the Fencing and Athletics Club is closely linked
to the history of the Pest Jewish Community’s boys’ respectively
girls’ high school. Not only because the VAC used the gyms of the
schools as their official base, and had their own office in the building for many years, but they had many athletes to rise from the
outstanding sports circles of the gymnasium to a national level,
and several famous trainers and leaders taught at the High School
over the years, including Zoltán Dückstein, Tivadar Perényi, Jolán Zádor, István Sárkány, László Tauber and Endre Salgó. The
students of the High School entered for several gymnastics competitions as the youth team of the VAC. Of course, as we will see
later, many other sports clubs in Budapest had also benefited from
the talented athletes at the High School. Dr. László Felkai, a former student of the High School and a member of the Mór Kármán
Sports Circle has once reviewed the history of the gymnasium. In
a few sentences I would like to introduce the circumstances of its
foundation.
Count Albert Apponyi, then Minister of Culture, in 1909, by
decree 40.917/1909, approved the establishment of a grammar
school, adding that the curriculum and timetable should be designed so that pupils of other denominations could also complete
their studies there, without prejudice to their religious duties. The
founding charter was signed by the then president of the Jewish
Community, Dr. Fülöp Weinmann and the chairman of the Board
of Trustees of the Freystädtler Foundation, rabbi Sámuel Kohn. In
the following year, 452,640 crowns were spent to purchase the lot
for the school building at the corner of Abonyi and Bálint Streets
(later called Szent Domonkos, then András Cházár). Construction
began in 1913 according to the plans of Béla Lajta, a renowned
Jewish architect, but it was stopped for years due to the outbreak of
World War I in 1914. As of school year 1923–1924, the boys’ gymnasium could finally take possession of the Abonyi Street building,
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with a modern new gym in the basement and a yard perfectly suitable for sports.
Between 1919 and 1923, due to organizing work of the Foundation’s Board of Trustees and that of Dr. Béla Feleki, educational
principal of the Community, new classes of the boys’ high school
were temporarily accommodated in the building of the Jewish civil
middle school at 44 Wesselényi Street. At the same time the Community’s civil middle school for girls in Síp Street provided new
high school girls with classrooms; these classes were operated as a
separate entity within the school.
On October 31, 1924, the Mór Kármán Sports Circle was established, approved by Ministerial Decree No. 25754 / XIII.
The sports circle of the High School operated a gymnastics,
basketball, athletics, ice skating and hockey, tennis, table tennis,
swimming and water polo, as well as a fencing section. In their coat
of arms, the biblical quote Tiferes bachurim kocham (“Strength is
the young man’s crown”) was recited as a motto.
The sports circuit, which has given the school many proud moments over the years, organized its first home race in the spring of
1925, when Ferenc Földes became the best athlete in the school.
After being awarded prizes at the Bolyai High School’s competition
in swimming and track running in the previous year, they attended
the KISOK [initials of National Cup of Secondary Schools] competition that year, where they also won many victories as well as
2nd and 3rd places over the years. Over the decades, the members
of the sports circuit have gained almost one hundred individual
championships in total, and they boasted three times as many other podium places at different levels (national, district, high school,
youth, etc.). That amounts to over 400 podiums together. The best
results were achieved in gymnastics by adding 49 individual championships and attaining 109 silver and bronze medals to their list of
successes. In team sports basketballers were at the top by winning
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4 championships. For example, about one hundred members of the
sports circle attended more than ten competitions in the school
year 1926–1927 alone, and they could be justifiably proud of their
success.
The sports circle organized annual home competitions in various sports, sometimes on the nearby Millenáris track. This sports
facility often hosted several other sporting events of the school,
for example in the 1922–1923 academic year, when a large-scale
gymnastics festival was organized with the participation of women’s and men’s gimnastics teams of the Jewish sports association
Fencing and Athletic Club (VAC), and the Kadima Scouts Group,
where athletic excercises and races were also held in running and
high jump.
Thanks to the persistent teamwork in the sports circle, the boys’
high school participated successfully in competitions among the
secondary schools of Budapest. The first top results were achieved
by László Tauber, then a year-two student, who gained more and
more glory and for his school and later for his club, the Fencing
and Athletic Club, in the coming years. He was placed first in the
60-meter sprint, second in ball throwing, third in long jump on the
Kölcsey Triathlon Athletics Championship arranged on June 18,
1928. The high school team, which Tauber was also a member of,
won second place in the relay. Imre Freund, a 5th grade pupil of the
school, won second prize at the district athletics competition of the
secondary schools, while the High School team was placing third
in the gymnastics championship. Team members had won awards
at other competitions, too, that year and in the years to come.
In the next school year László Sonnenfeld, a 4th year student,
won the competition of the BSE in table tennis, and his high school
also achieved gold on the Hungarian table tennis championship
that year. In the 1920s, the school’s gymnasts began their glorious
period of successes. In the last years of the decade and in the first
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years of the upcoming one, the championship at the school’s home
gymnastics competiton was decided almost exclusively between
László Tauber and his classmate, István Sárkány.
The end of the twenties brought first successes to the members
of the swimming and water polo division, when, for example in
1928, the team became third in the secondary schools’ championship.
In athletics, almost half of each class took part every year in
regular training sessions in the sports circle. It is not surprising
that in these years, László Székely, István Elek and others reached
valuable wins in competitions organized among secondary schools.
Members of the department won the Budapest secondary school
team championship several times and they also achieved top solo
results.
Pupils also did well in the KISOK Speed Skating Competition, which was held in the school year of 1926–1927. Ernő Pártos
finished first, and in the team championship the School finished
third. In the same year’s Hungarian Athletics Association’s mass
race, the ten-member team finished fourth and won ten medals.
The team won a championship in high jump at the Budapest secondary school district athletics competition.
Also in the same year, the School’s team became first in rings
at the secondary school gymnastics competiton; again, among the
members we can find László Tauber and István Sárkány, then 5th
grade students [age equivalent 15].
Zoltán Dückstein, a physical education teacher (1894–1966),
had the lion’s share in the school’s sporting accomplishments, and
he managed not only the work of the sports circle, but also the
whole program of physical education at school. “Düki”, highly popular among the students, decided to live for educating the young
persons in his care to get them as hard as nails and healthy in body
and soul, by promoting a healthy lifestyle and sports. He began his
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teaching career at the civil school of the Community, from where
he switched to the boys’ high school in 1923. In the new building students involved had already a modern gym to train in. The
young teacher, who was also a Budapest gymnastics champion and
member of the 1924 Paris Olimpics gymnastics squad, coached
not only athletes providing them with professional advice, but
also supported mass sports, and was determined to make sports,
primarily gymnastics, popular among broad masses of students.
In class, he was wearing the same outfit as his students, leotard,
gym shorts and gym schoes, doing the same warm-up exercises
simultaneously, humming to keep the rhythm. He often participated in social gatherings with his students. His name is synonymous with introducing and presenting basketball and handball in
Hungary through the VAC team. He represented his country in
several Olympic games (in Los Angeles in 1932, in Berlin in 1936,
in London in 1948) and world championships as the head of the
Hungarian gymnastics team and as a referee. His public activities
were primarily linked to the Fencing and Athletics Club, but he
was also secretary of the Hungarian National Physical Education
Association (MOTESZ) for some time. Those involved in the history of gymnastics are still using his book, “Artistic and Competitive Gymnastics” as an important source.
Of course, physical education at the School under the leadership of teachers Zoltán Dückstein and Tivadar Perényi was not
limited to the activities in the sports circle. Hard work, practice,
and physical exercise also took place in physical education classes.
Besides the well-equipped gym, that included, as mentioned, a
separate sports equipment storage room, a shower, and a dressing
room, also a beautiful large yard was available for sports.
Most of the gymnastics classes were held here in the spring
and autumn, and often included ball games in addition to Swedish
gymnastics and athletics excercises.
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The physical educators’ clever, flexible, didactic approach in
class, and a clear, professionally developed physical education program had certainly contributed to the fact that, as confirmed by
the annual medical check-ups, the majority of the students were
physically in good condition, with only one-third of them showing minor abnormalities (myopia, flat feet, etc ). Medical examinations in the first years of the boys’ school by Dr. Fülöp Waldmann,
after his death by Dr. Zsigmond Földes, simultaneously at the girls’
school by Dr. Auguszta Troffler confirmed, that the corporal, physical condition of the pupils was not inferior compared with that of
pupils at other high schools of the capital, in some respects it even
surpassed that. Approximately 5% of pupils were exempted from
physical education each year.
The sports circle Dr. Béla Feleki was founded in November 1925
at the girls’ high school under the leadership of [Ms] Jolán Zádor, a
Physical Education Teacher. Sports clubs were held 3 hours a week.
Several members of the gymnastics, swimming, touristic, and skating departments entered in various competitions and achieved success over the years. In the 1925–1926 school year, for example, the
school team was awarded a certificate of honor at the KISOK high
jump competition, and the School’s students won a victory at the
secondary school swimming competition. Participants of several
school sports competitions received certificates of recognition in
the school year 1927–1928 as well. In the school yard, there was an
ice rink operating from 5 to 8 pm during the winter. In the school
year 1928–1929 fourty students of the school participated in the
district tournament, of which thirty won medals. School students
had also achieved top positions in athletic competitions during
that year. From the 1930s onwards, inhouse gymnastics tournaments became more frequent, the duration of the training sessions
had increased, and students usually attended the VAC’s gymnastics
gala at the Városi Színház (“Municipal Theater”) as well.
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The most successful among the youth organizations of the
capital, even on nationwide scale, that earned the School the most
honor, was the Mór Kármán Sports Circle with about six hundred
members. Divided into four age groups members were actively
doing sports in the usual departments for athletics, gymnastics,
swimming, water polo, basketball, handball, ice skating, hockey,
skiing, tennis, and table tennis. They did their weekly workout routines and practices diligently, usually on Saturday evenings in the
school gym where sometimes famous non-Jewish personalites of
Hungarian sports life showed up, such as the Olympic champion
István Pelle and others.
In 1929–1930, László Tauber, then in the 6th grade [age equivalent 16], placed first on flying rings in the youth tournament of
the MOTESZ. After three years of uninterrupted victory at the
Hungarian Youth Tournament, he became the first in all-around
gymnastics championship, and was a member of the Hungarian
national squad of gymnasts in 1930. The school team won at the
KISOK water polo championship, and László Sonnenfeld, a 5th
grade [age equivalent 15] student won the championship at Hungary’s junior table tennis contest.
István Sárkány, one of Dückstein’s most talented and exceptional students, placed first at Hungary’s national gymnastics championship when he was a 6th grade student [age equivalent 16]. In the
7th grade [age equivalent 17] he became national champion as a
junior, and in the 8th grade [age equivalent 18] he won the Budapest championship at the adult level. We also know from an article
by his teacher, Zoltán Dückstein, that he placed second in the gymnastics tournament between the cities of Budapest, Debrecen and
Frankfurt, arranged in the Városi Színház (“Municipal Theater”),
in front of an audience of 2,400. As a high school student member
of the Hungarian national team, he participated in the dual meet
against the Italians at the same venue in 1931, then in 1934 at the
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Budapest gymnastics world championship. He became a champion
on the flying rings, on the parallel bars and on the horizontal bar
several times in a row. Just a few months after his liberation from
Mauthausen, he was a member of the winning gymnastics team at
the first international race between Hungary and Austria after the
war in 1946, and won also an individual championship.
In fact, the members of the Mór Kármán Sports Circle achieved
their greatest success in competitions in these years. László Tauber won the championship in the 1930 to 1931 school years. In
the same year, this time at the Budapest District Secondary School
competition, he also won the title of Hungary’s youth gymnastics
champion. In 1931, he became a Budapest youth champion in free
exercise [floor] and István Sipos won here on the pommel horse.
In the 1932–1933 school year, 8th grader Jenő Rosenfeld placed
first at the Duna Sport Club’s home swimming competition. In this
year, the boys’ high school won the championship in the Budapest
district secondary school basketball tournament, was top placed in
table tennis, speed skating, swimming and gymnastics. 7th grader
student István Elek placed first at the KISOK 1933 Speed Skating Championship and became secondary school champion in the
events of 500 and 1500 meters (again in speed skating). In the same
sports branch, Ernő Pártos also became a secondary school champion.
In handball and basketball, the school team won the championship title several times in secondary school competitions. It
happened several times that the school’s team won at Budapest’s
secondary school championships, ones in the national youth
championship as the junior team of the VAC, and achieved numerous top-three positions in the KISOK competitions. The high
scores of High School students became Ignác Noeh and Endre Salgó one year. The latter turned out to be the team’s best as a member of the fourth-place Hungarian national team at the 1936 Berlin
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Olympics. The fencing class of the sports circle achieved the best
result in the 1930–1931 school year, when László Vajna became
champion of the secondary schools in Budapest.
In the 1933–1934 school year, the School’s ambassadors took
second place in the KISOK Class I table tennis tournament, first in
the junior men’s double competition, and György Csángó won the
Budapest competition. Similarly, a student ranked first in gymnastics on the parallel bars, second on the horizontal bar, third on the
flying rings and in long horse vaulting.
In the 1934–1935 school year, almost 200 of the members of the
sporting circuit participated in KISOK competitions. Their results
were also due to their diligent training not only in the gym of the
School, but also in the KISOK gym on the Erzsébet királyné Road.
In 1935–1936, three national championships were won by one
student each: one at the national tournament in long horse vaulting, another in rope climbing, and the third at a table tennis tournament; in addition the team won the backstroke swimming relay
in the national championship.
The 1937–1938 season brought the high school new success. At
that time, the handball team was placed first in the Youth League of
the Hungarian Handball Association, and won silver medal in the
KISOK Handball Championship. The members of the team were
8th graders [age equivalent 18] Jenő Szántó, Huba Hamvasi, Zoltán Elfer, László Pelikán, György Grünfeld, Barna Hajós, Miklós
Rosenbaum, Béla Kertes, and György Morvai (classmates of the
author of this publication), 7th graders László Österreicher, and
László Szoffer, as well as 6th graders György Lauber, and György
Kunstadter. Jewish high school students achieved second place at
the KISOK swimming competition in the relay. In tennis, György
Winter and György Kun won their doubles and gained a winning
title in Budapest High School Tennis Doubles. Finally, the results
of the competitions for the title of the best sports student in Buda139
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pest are worth mentioning. This corresponds to present-day’s Outstanding Athlete or Outstanding Student Award. Students of the
High School were awarded this title five times in ten years in the
thirties. Gymnast László Tauber led the way in 1929–30, followed
by János Gergely Mihály twice, Gábor Singer (1934–35) and Barna
Hajós (1937–38).
No less than 155 students had won a secondary school championship in one of the sports, the first ones in the 1926–27 school
year. As of that the number amounted to 145 victories and 272
rankings, spanning roughly over a decade and a half. 20% of High
School graduates won a Hungarian secondary school championship in some sport. Thus, Zoltán Dückstein and his colleagues operated the school’s young talent “workshop” quite efficiently.
At the end of the 1930s and early ’40s, the sports circle was far
from being able to deliver the results as it did in its golden age. This
was partly due to strong political reasons, since 450 students took
part in the sessions of the Mór Kármán Sports Circle, training 15
hours a week, and the sports circle could only organize home competitions. Due to the anti-Jewish provisions, they could no longer
compete with other schools respectively be included in official
championships. Their last successes were achieved in 1940, when
György Salgó, an athlete of the swimming and water polo department, became Hungary’s youth breaststroke champion. The basketball team became a national secondary school champion, the
tennis team as well, but athletes of the High School won podiums
in speed skating and table tennis too.
After World War II, despite heavy personal and financial losses due to the war, sports and student life began to return slowly.
Géza Polgár, scout leader, who was also elected co-chairman by the
Hungarian Boy Scout Association, organized a camp for members
of the Baron József Eötvös Scouts Group and those of the sports
circle in the summer of 1945.
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In April 1946, the pupils participated in the forty-year jubilee
celebration of the VAC, and later in its festive gymnastics shows
“Jom Hanoar”.
In 1946, Zoltán Dückstein was appointed as a professor of the
College of Physical Education, and from that time on he was no
longer a full-time teacher at the High School.
In the academic year 1946-47, we can find some additional details about the activities in the sports circles: The students of the
Dr. Béla Feleki Sports Circle were placed second in the KISE (secondary school championship) swimming competition. They won a
third place at the KISE gymnastics competition. At the same time,
student László Kemény became the winner of the KISE Speed
Skating Competition.
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VAC Departments
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Table tennis
One of the most successful departments of the association was
the Table Tennis Division. The founder, Lajos Dömény, was an excellent player himself, and he also played a major role in the introduction and spread of the sport in Hungary. The table tennis
department’s golden age was reached by the thirties, even though
it was founded much earlier. His most successful championship
years were 1937 and 1938. This was when György Gárdos became a Hungarian singles champion, with Károly Benkő and Jenő
Schmiedl winning the doubles. (Schmiedl won four more championships in doubles during his career, but for the Újpest team.)
Dóra Beregi was one of the most outstanding table tennis players of her time, a real master of doubles. In 1937, Magda Gaál
(Duna SC) won the championship title in 1938 with Ida Ferenczy
(Duna SC) as her partner. In the same two years she won also the
title in mixed doubles with Ernő Földi (Duna SC) respectively the
legendary Viktor Barna (Duna SC).
In mixed doubles, Jenő Schmiedl won a bronze medal in 1937,
with Dr. Anna Bíróné Sipos (Pénzintézeti SL) on his side.
In the National Team Championship, VAC earned a gold, two
silver and two bronze medals between 1936 and 1942.
In 1939–40 and 1940–41 the ladies of the table tennis team
won the Women’s Team Championships, along with their previous bronze and a silver medals. The great players in this team were
Sándorné Grünwald, Rózsi Singer and Béláné Vermes.
After World War II, the division went back to work right in
1945 and earned a silver medal at the national team championship. After the war, the new generation tried to follow in footsteps
of the successful pre-war champions, and the department existing
till 1948. Vidor, Temes, Bihari, Surányi, Várkonyi and their peers
stood their ground both in lower and upper divisions and won sev145
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eral championship titles. The backbone of this team, however, was
the pre-war youth championship team.
Handball
On November 4, 1922, Zoltán Dückstein published the rules
of the Czech game called “házená” in the periodicle Ifjúsági Testnevelés (“Youth Physical Education”). The game was recommended
to him by Sándor Cséfay. Dückstein translated the rules, even if
with some inaccuracies, from German.
Also in this year, under the direction of the Central Administration Committee, a home championship was organized at the
sand dunes near Megyer. On April 9, Dückstein let the members
of the VAC gymnastics department do a presentation of the new
sport prior to the football match VAC against VII. district SC.
These were the initial moments of the forerunner of present-day’s
handball in Hungary.
The VAC played a part in promoting and spreading handball in
Hungary from the very beginning. Dückstein was one of the first
non-official handball trainers. (In 1947, he will write and publish
his handbook Kéziladázás (“Handball”).
In 1928 and 1934, the men’s team won the large-field national championship. The team members to win the championship
in 1928 were as follows: István Auspitz, Zoltán Dückstein, Antal
Dückstein, Béla Görög, Sándor Jeszenszky, Tibor Landauer, Tibor László, Pál Müller, László Petschauer, Sándor Rottkel, Ferenc
Schwartz, Gyula Schwartz, Gyula Székely and György Wachsman.
The team who won the championship in 1934: György Acél, István Auspitz, László Bátki, Tibor Binét, György Bodor, Andor Anman Breuer, Tibor Máté, Ignác Noeh, Sándor Rottkel, Endre Salgó,
István Schlesinger, and István Stevermann.
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The following club members represented Hungary at international matches and some of them also at the 1936 Berlin Olympics:
István Andor-Auspitz (2x 1933–34), György Endrei-Engel (1933),
Imre Farkas-Freund (1933), Andor Forrai-Frisch (3x 1933–35),
Tibor Máté (7x 1935–38), Endre Salgó (9x 1933–39) and István
Serényi-Schlesinger (10x 1935–36).
In March 1938, the VAC won the first Hungarian indoor handball championship before BSZKRT and Elektromos. VAC’s women’s team placed third. However, this was not an official championship.
Basketball
The first organized but unofficial Basketball Championship was
held in 1932, however still played without a backboard. This unofficial championship was won by the VAC team. The final order
was as follows: 1. VAC 11, 2. KEAC 11, 3. BSZKRT 7, 4. MTK 5, 5.
TFSC 4, 6. NTE 4, 7. MAFC 0 points.
In 1933, the VAC team won the silver medal in the first official
national basketball championship behind the University of Economics and before the BSZKRT. In the second division, VAC’s reserve team also ranked second behind KEAC and BBTE.
In 1934 they finished 5th, in 1935, they placed in 6th place, and
in 1936 in 4th, and in 1937, 5th place.
Then, until they were banned in 1941, they usually finished 7th
in the first league of the Hungarian national championship.
Even after World War II, thanks to Zoltán Dückstein, an excellent team has been recruited. He actually organized the department, along with the handball division, in the final year of World
War II. Members of the first-league basic team were as follows:
Rolf Klein, Péter Benedek, Andor Dückstein, Andor Felkai, Öcsi
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Faludi, György Kornfeld, and Endre Krausz, Iván Pajor. Later in
the second league, in the final years of the department, team members were: Oszkár Soós, Péter Benedek, Andor Felkai, Tamás Máy,
György Kornfeld, and Endre Dános. In 1945-46 they reached the
8th place, and the following year they were placed 10th. These were
their best results in their short history after World War II.
The Football Department
The VAC Football Department started its official operation as
of 1907, entering in the third division of the Hungarian Championship.
The VAC football team played in the third division since 1907–
1908 and would be promoted to the second division in 1910, due
to the withdrawal of two rival clubs. In the next few years VAC will
continue staying there, in the middle field. The first international
games were played by them in 1911 with their sister club Hakoah
Wien, with the final outcome of two wins 4 : 1 and 3 : 2.
The VAC youth team won the Ékszerész serleg (“The Jewellers’
Cup”) in 1914, but in the same year, due to the absence of the enlisted members, the association already felt the whiff of dissolution and
the department only vegetated during the war years. The team even
withdrew from the contest of the ‘War Championship’ 1916–17.
At the end of the war survivors were trying to revive sporting
life but the lack of leaders and athletes, who had fell or had been
handicapped during World War I, had a serious impact on the operation of the division. It was a small miracle that, as a result of the
selfless devotion of Andor Szabó, president of the department, the
VAC won the champion’s title in the second division in 1920–21
and got promoted to the first divison just in two years. Final score
of the match crucial to the promotion: VAC–BSE: 3 : 1.
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In addition to matches in the national championship the association was also trying to get involved in the circulation of the
international football scene and, since the early 20s, they went on
touring Poland, Ukraine, Czechoslovakia, Italy and Portugal. (You
will find a compilation of VAC’s international matches, opponents,
results at the end of the football section.)
So, the VAC football team advanced to the premier league in
1921–22 and finished sixth among of twelve teams. In the autumn
of 1922 they played in the following composition: Fischer – Grosz, Singer – Grünblatt, Móra, Hermann – Greif, Breier II, Boros,
Jocke, Léby. The squad included also Breier I, Vilmos Engel, Klopfer, Weisz, Boross II. Their coach was Imre Schlosser. Schlosser was
a legendary player of Ferencváros and MTK, he was the Hungarian
national team’s top scorer, and enjoyed amazing popularity among
both players and VAC fans. Their championship games were played
on the Horse Racing field, while FTC’s pitches on Amerikai Road
and Üllői Street served as initial venues for training sessions and
preparation matches.
In the next season, the team finished sixth in 1922–23, fifth in
1923–24, and seventh in 1924–25 in the premier league.
With this results the VAC was the 14th most successful club of
the first amateur era lasting from 1901 to 1926.
In the last amateur championship season of 1925–26, this time
with coach Árpád Deutsch, they persistently stayed in the relegation
zone and fought a life-and-death struggle with BEAC and Erzsébeti
TC. In 1926, the VAC, winless until April, started a phenomenal
escape and remained undefeated all the way to the end, in the last
five games (III. district 2 : 1, KAC 2 : 2, UTE 2 : 1, FTC 2 : 1, MTK
0 : 0). As it turned out, not only the players, but also the leaders and
supporters had done everything and more for the team’s success.
Through the great scandal of the pre-professional championship all
the flaws of the quasi-amateur era came to the surface.
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Beyond prestige, premier league membership was also important for financial reasons. In the vanguard [of football], matches
achieved much higher attendance figures than those of the second
division. An average championship game attracted about 2,000
to 3,000 visiting fans, while 10,000 viewers were easily possible at
matches against FTC or MTK. By the spring of 1926, the upcoming
introduction of professional football was a decided fact, and only
the teams were eligible for the premier league professional status,
who stayed in the first divison during the last amateur season.
In mid-April, after seventeen winless games, the VAC finally
successfully passed the match with the III. district, but the rumor
spread around the city, that the District “went into bed” with the
VAC, [i.e. the match was fixed]. In the week after, the MLSZ received a written complaint about bribery.
In the next round, VAC scored 2: 2 against Kispest, but matches
with the three strongest clubs were still ahead. The team managed
to prevail against UTE under suspicious circumstances as well, followed by an investigation.
In the remaining two rounds, the VAC beat the already champion FTC, which was their second defeat of the season, and in the
last round a tie was sufficient against the unmotivated MTK – and
the VAC gathered the points enough for stay up and required for
the professional league.
Of course, the other two clubs which were at risk to be eliminated from the tournament were not helpless either. The ETC and
BEAC, too did their utmost to avoid relegation.
Meanwhile, the Disciplinary Committee of the Football Federation banned VAC’s football player Árpád Breuer II. for life, after
it was proved that the center offered money to Óbuda defender
Ferenc Mayherr prior to the match against the III. district. The
UTE–VAC match had even more serious consequences. Investigations revealed that VAC players Jenő Csángó and Árpád Deutsch
150
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offered 6 million crowns to [the following] four players of the violet-and-white team: Lajos Buza, József Török, István Markó and
József Szulik. Szulik and Markó immediately reported the incident
to the management of UTE and played well in the match.
The Disciplinary Committee passed exemplary judgments. As
an instigator Jenő Csángó of VAC was banned for life from any
football-related position and given a lifetime pitch ban. Árpád
Deutsch, a VAC coach who was previously a member of the UTE,
was found guilty of a bribery offense and his player licence has
been suspended for life. Lajos Buza was banned for a year and a
half, and József Török was banned for a year while acknowledging
that UTE debarred these players from the club. The most interesting part of the verdict was the one-year suspension of the Fencing
and Athletic Club – no Hungarian football club has ever been punished with such a severe penalty. The team’s points were cancelled,
but the results of the fixed matches were not changed and no replay
was ordered.
The one-year suspension of the VAC affected the amateur VAC
only. In the summer of 1926, it has become possible to set up professional teams and the disqualifications imposed on amateurs did
not apply to the pros. The VAC had now started as Városi (“City”)
AC in the professional second division, and its best players joined
the III. district team TVAC co-founded with their former business
partner.
The VAC was no longer able to reproduce its results, it was
fluctuating between the second and third divisions. Mihály Fenyves was also an iconic figure for this era, who began to work
as a coach-organizer with Imre Schlosser and then made it to department head. He also helped start the BLSZ (Budapest Football
Federation).
The VAC continued to operate as the III. district TVAC from
1927, with the last mention of the team in 1949.
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VAC players in the national team and on international waters
Among the VAC players, Lajos Fischer participated nine times,
Dezső Grósz II. twice in the Hungarian national team. They both
signed contracts in the United States in 1926 and settled there.
József Braun “Csibi” was educated at VAC but debuted in the
Hungarian National Team already in MTK colors; he became one
of the greatest stars of the era.
Between 1923 and 1925, several of the club’s players were signed
by foreign professional clubs. The number one destination was
Makkabi Brno, where István Köves Kvasz, Andor Czeizler, Lajos
Fischer, Győző László, Gyula Weisz and József Weisz spent some
time. Endre Boros would be a player of Fortitudo then AS Roma
in 1926.
Finally, let’s review the VAC international games in the team’s
golden age, in the twenties:
1922:
VAC: ZSOLNAI SE 6:0, TRENCSÉNI FC 3:0
1923:
VAC: KS ŁÓDŹ 3:1, 6:1, TARNOVIA 6:0, JUTRZENKA 5:1
1924:
VAC: SK ŁÓDŹ 2:1, 3:3, MAKKABI KRAKÓW 2:2, WISŁA
KRAKÓW 2:0, CZARNI LEMBERG 4:2, HASMONEA 4:0, 5:1, CS
GLORIA, FIUME 1:0, CS OLYMPIA, FIUME 1:1
1925:
VAC: INTERNAZIONALE 1:2, CASA PIA 4:2, VITÓRIA
(SETÚBAL) 1:2, BELENENSES (SETÚBAL) 2:1, LISSZABONI
VÁLOGATOTT 0:0, VITÓRIA (SETÚBAL) 4:0, FC PORTO 5:2,
HASMONEA (LEMBERG) 1:0, 2:0, BRATISLAVA-LIGETI com152
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bined 0:2, BRATISLAVA-MAKKABI combined 1:2, FC PARDUBICE 3:2.
Strength Athletics
The VAC wrestling and weightlifting departments didn’t earn
outstanding results and featured as a kind pool for talent education and mass sports. They participated mainly in different home
and regional competitions. The leader and supporter of the wrestling department was, for many years, engineer Károly Székely.
Zsigmond Adler and József Kaltenecker were training students of
the boxing department during the 1930s in the gym of the Abonyi
Street High School. One of Adler’s young students, György Sermer,
became known later as the President of the Hungarian Boxing Federation. Zsigmond Adler has coached the iconic Laci (László) Papp
who won three times the Olympic Champion’s title after World
War II.
Gymnastics
Although the association’s gymnastics department started
its operation a few years after its founding in 1906, its rise and
catching up with the top of the Hungarian gymnastics started
in the years after World War I, mainly with József Szalai entering the stage. The losses caused by World War I affected not only
the VAC, but the entire Federation of Hungarian Gymnastics
Associations (MOTESZ) as well. In 1920, the steering committee
of the Federation assigned two assessors, Rezső Bábel and János
Kemtykó, to transform the national gymnastics team. The initiative of the Federation received very effective support from some
153
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of the associations, e.g. the BBTE, NTE, BTC, OTE, apart of the
VAC. These associations started to organize national competitions and successful gymnastics gala performances to demonstrate their agility and viability. MOTESZ had also re-launched
individual and team championships as well as routine challenge
cup tournaments to encourage spirit of competition. Training and
contest facilities were available, but young talents and competitors
were rather scarce. According to Zoltán Dückstein, it would have
taken at least 6 to 8 years to train highly qualified gymnasts from
the post-World War I generation, but the Federation could not
wait. Such a long-lasting discontinuation could have been fatal
for competitive gymnastics, because the sports, that were more
popular and rapidly spreading, would have eclipsed gymnastics
in Hungary. Thankfully, this was not the case, thanks to two excellent gymnasts: the competitor of the Budapest Gymnastics Association (BTC), Elemér Pászti and József Szalai, gymnast of the
VAC. Between 1921 and 1927, the individual events of the gymnastics championship organized by MOTESZ, showcased the talents of these two high-class gymnasts. The routines of both were
characterized by perfect execution.
Zoltán Dückstein about the two gymnasts:
“Both of them had the chance to see the Italian Braglia at the
climax of his carreer, who had opened new horizons in artistic
gymnastics, and had a stimulating effect on the entire competitive
gymnastics. They learned a lot from him. Routines of both were
characterized by perfect execution. Their posture was the simplest,
the tightest, the most elegant, their movement was harmonious,
eye-catching, smooth, without the impression of stiffness. Szalai’s
excercises represented a wide variety. He realized his wonderful
ideas with seemingly unthinkable orientation skills. He did not repeat what he had done before, he composed his routines of new
and original motifs each year. His routines were characterized by
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individual compilation and brave risk-taking. His only weakness
was the pommel horse.”
Gymnastics turned to be the most popular department of the
VAC under the direction of Jenő Galambos. They rented the National Gymnastics Hall. It was the most prosperous gymnastics
department of the country alongside the BTC (“Buda Gymnastics
Club”). Women trained in the gym located at 44 Wesselényi Street.
“It is half past 8 in the evening, and in a few moments there will
be 70 gymnasts standing still waiting for master coach Dückstein’s
command in the National Gymnastics Hall. Their free excercise is a
beautiful sight, and as we watch, we take a bow to the great knowledge of the two masters, Zoltán Dückstein and József Szalai, and
their highest level of expertise showing foreign experience too.”
Zoltán Dückstein and József Szalai, who propagated Swedish
gymnastics as opposed to the previously taught German approach,
set out its advantages as follows:
“Swedish gymnastics determines, with the most accurate adherence to the tenet of anatomy and physiology, what kind of
movements facilitate body growth, it operates all muscle groups in
accordance with their specific purpose, that ultimately strengthens
the entire body proportionally, improves the mobility of joints, increases the capability of tendons to withstand tension, and it also
provides spring to the body.”
As mentioned earlier, in the year 1921, the national championship was first announced again after the 7-year interruption after
the outbreak of the war. In the team event gymnasts competed on
the pommel horse. The BTC team won the championship with
127.90 points against VAC reaching 118.55 points.
The next championship competition in 1922 was still marked
by little attendance. Team championship result: VAC 3rd place
with 119.90 points (Z. Dückstein, M. Berger, Gy. Schwartz, P. Garai, R. Radó, Gy. Nemes, J. Szalai).
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The 1924 national team championship was again won by BBTE,
this time on the pommel horse. VAC finished 4th place with 106.95
points. For the first time, the individual championship was organized by MOTESZ and Szalai became the winner on all main apparatuses, including horizontal bar and flying rings.
In 1923, József Szalai of VAC became an individual all-around
national champion.
In the 1925 championship, VAC placed second with 124.45
points (Dückstein, A. Schwartz, Gy. Schwartz, Berger, Héber, Müller, Szalai).
In the 1926 national championship, the teams competed on the
parallel bars. VAC I. took second place. (Dückstein, Gy. Schwartz,
Hirschfeld, Müller, Chirer, Seiden, Szalai). The VAC II. team became fifth. József Szalai won the individual championship in all
events (horizontal bar, flying rings, parallel bars, pommel horse)
and also the all-around final.
In the 1927 national championship, there was a dramatic struggle between Szalai, representing the older generation, and the
young Pelle. The all-around results of the competition: István Pelle,
BTC, 187 points and József Szalai, VAC, 183.5 points. The team
competition was arranged on the horizontal bar. The VAC placed
third (Dückstein, Békéssi, Farkas, Müller, Gy. Schwartz, Seiden,
Szalai).
In the 1928 national championship, VAC A finished fifth and
VAC B finished sixth. In 1929, the VAC team became third. The
299.50 points were achieved by Dückstein, Müller, Stern, Kallós,
Gy. Schwartz, Z. Schwartz, and Geiringer.
In 1929 Tibor Landau became national champion in rope climb.
In 1930, the members of the third-placed VAC team were: Dr.
Szalai, Spiegler, Farkas, Földes, Kardos, Stern and Seiden with
488.50 points.
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In 1931, the VAC was third in the team championship of the
first division. In the same year, István Sárkány became Hungary’s
first youth champion. In the 1932 Individual Gymnastics Championship Schwartz was second in rope climb. In the first division, the
VAC team was third on the horizontal bar, second on the pommel
horse and third in rope climb. The national youth championship
was again won by István Sárkány for the Jewish High School / VAC.
In the 1933 National First Class Team Championship, VAC was
the third and second on the bars, second on the rings and first
on the rope. In the individual all-around István Sárkány finished
fourth. VAC finished third in the national youth championship
and József Grünfeld was ranked first in the individual.
In 1934, István Sárkány became a national champion on the
bars.
The department achieved an additional bronze medal in the
men’s team championship in 1936 and after the war in 1946. In the
second half of the thirties key gymnast of the VAC was Dr. László
Tauber, a former Hungarian Hungarian youth champion. He made
a great career as a surgeon later.
József Szalai, who also represented Hungary at the 1912 Stockholm and 1928 Amsterdam Olympics, later became president of
the Gymnastics Federation and an executive member ot the Hungarian Olympic Committee. István Sárkány, who reached fifth
place in the 1936 Berlin Olympics, later served as sport discipline
leader at the National Gymnastics Federation for decades, and was
also an international referree. Sárkány’s wife, Ágnes Keleti began
her gymnastics career in the VAC too. She later won five Olympic
championships and became the most successful Hungarian athlete
ever.
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Swimming Department (Diving, Swimming & Water Polo)
Dr. Jakobovich Sándor was the creator and chief organizer of
the VAC swimming department, until he emigrated to Palestine in
the twenties. (There he became registration clerk at the British Police in Jerusalem.) Both swimming and water polo trainings took
place in the women’s swimming pool of the Császár spa, which
was rented by the club’s department. The matches were held in the
swimming pool of the Rudas spa. An outstanding competitor of
the VAC in backstroke was Teddy Glück, who won the Hungarian Youth Championship in the twenties. Miklós Weisz was also a
Hungarian youth champion in breaststroke who won several international competitions for the VAC during this period.
The water polo team achieved its best result in 1923, when it
placed fourth after the three strongest teams – the III. district led
by Béla Komjádi, Ferencváros and MAC. They finished fifth both
in 1924 and 1925. In the following years, they entered in the lower
divisions, being unable to keep up with the capital clubs full of
world-class players and those emerging teams from smaller cities born thanks to the growing popularity of water polo. Talented
players were immediately signed by the wealthier clubs of the capital, where they had much more opportunity to advance than in
small teams.
In the twenties, there were outstanding players in the VAC
team: Somos, Nádler, Türy, Róbert. István Türy, later signing with
Ferencváros, became member of the Hungarian national team as
well, along with István Róbert.
The diver László Vajda won the Hungarian diving championship for the VAC in 1924 and 1925, before transferring to Ferencváros and then to foreign clubs.
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Here’s a report on the diving final of the Hungarian Championship in 1925:
“The weather didn’t favor OTE’s competition. While the contest yielded positive results, the rain fell throughout the event and
kept the audience away. This year’s diving championship ended up
in a hard struggle between last year’s champion László Vajda and
Károly Nagy. It was a very tight competition narrowly resulting
in favor of Vajda whose jumps were more emphatic. During the
dives, the score board changed constantly. Once Vajda, once Nagy
was taking the lead. Vajda deservedly won the championship because four of the five judges placed him first. It is a great pity that
this week he will travel to Lausanne to continue his studies and
will not meet the French champion, who is visiting Budapest along
with the French team. We are confident that Károly Nagy, who has
developed enormously since last year, will be up to the challenge
against the French diver. It is certain that we have never had such
an exciting diving competition in Hungary.”
Hungary’s 1925 Diving Championship:
Champion: László Vajda (VAC) 123 points. 2. Károly Nagy
(FTC) 122.2 points. 3. Ernő Lenhardt (OTE), 111.6 points. Also
participated: Imre Grünzweig (Eger TE). – The results were announced incorrectly, because Vajda scored 127 points and Nagy
scored 122.6 points.
Fencing
The intense fencing life took place at the 44 Wesselényi Street
civil school gym as of the 1910s. From the beginning of the twenties, three times a week, a considerable number of swordsmen had
the opportunity to pick up the feats of fencing from such excel159
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lent masters like György (Giorgio) Santelli, the son of the iconic
Italo Santelli or Vilmos Perényi and Neumer. Andor Zsoldos and
György Fodor were the heads of the department. Other important
professionals included Dr. Andor Weiszberger and Ignác Haas.
It’s worth mentioning that the club members who were full age
and employed, paid two hundred crowns, while college students
paid 140 crowns a month for fencing classes.
Between 1926 and 1930, Endre Kabos, the legendary swordsman, who won three Olympic champion titles in fencing, was initially a student and later a competitor of the club.
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Interviews with Past Members of the VAC
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ágnes keleti (born klein)
is a Hungarian five-time Olympic champion rewarded with the
title “Athlete of the Nation”; as the most successful competitor of
the Hungarian gymnastics, she has won the Hungarian championship 46 times and is a seven-time team champion.
How does a talented, well-bred cellist girl, who goes to an elite
Christian high school in Budapest in the thirties, get involved with
sports and the Fencing and Athletics Club?
I did not go to the Jewish High School, but to the Evangelical
High School in Budapest. The Evangelical Grammar School was a
very strict school, and the girls and boys gymnasiums were separated in different buildings. In particular, the boy’s High School at the
Városligeti Fasor was famous for having Tivadar (Theodor) Herzl,
the visionary of the Jewish state, learn there until he was twelve.
Anyway, in high school, I excelled in athletics and physical education classes, Miss Erzsi, the young teacher always had me demonstrate the exercises, and she praised me and thought I was talented.
The disciplinary rules of the Evangelical High School prohibited
membership in a separate athletics association, so for a while I only
went to the afternoon sports club twice a week. At the age of fifteen,
however, I took a bold step and joined the gymnastics section of the
Fencing and Athletic Club at the Jewish High School.
Here, the head coach was uncle Zoli, i.e. Mr. Dückstein. His
wife, Ida, once a gymnast and a Hungarian champion, trained with
the girls on the low bars. At that time, the women’s gymnastics
was overshadowed by the men’s division. I was kindly welcomed
into the team, but the other girls were older and more experienced
than me. Mr. Dücki and his wife created a very cheerful and good
atmosphere and were excellent and professional teachers.
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Yet you moved on relatively soon and continued training with the
National Gymnastics Association.
Yes, because I saw a lot of teams better than us and I decided to
join the National Gymnastics Association. Dücki understood my
decision.
The National Gymnastics Association was in Szentkirályi
Street. The floor of the gym was covered with sawdust just as at
the Jewish High School, I didn’t like that, but they did a higher
level gymnastics there, and the girls there were of my age. I was
particularly happy when the members of the Berlin Olympic team,
who were also training there, taught us all kinds of new excercises.
I met Gabriella Mészáros, a member of the 1936 Olympic team,
whose classic and beautiful style of movements I admired, as well
as Erzsébet Gulyásné Köteles, who was considered a future star at
the age of fourteen already; later we were teammates for ten years.
I trained together with Judit Gamaufné Tóth as well as with Margit
Csillik, who was the coach of the national gymnastics team after
the war until the end of the Helsinki Olympics. I learned more
from them than from our coach, uncle Jóska, Mr. József Keresztes,
who was old, but I am grateful to him because he taught me how
to handle the clubs.
Miss Vali from the National Gymnastics Association and coach
of the national team and the girls took me along to the College of
Physical Education. What a joy it was to train in a gorgeous gym!
By this time I finished high school, and worked as a furrier apprentice. I went to the College of Physical Education three times a week,
where we prepared diligently for the Italian-Hungarian competition. I qualified for the final with the top eight, but I wasn’t allowed
to attend the competition because the Hungarian champion Margit
Csillik warned the Athletic Federation that a Jew mustn’t be a team
member against fascist Italians. This was in 1940, after the declara164
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tion of the so called 2nd anti-Jewish law that prohibited Jews to join
a [sports] association, so, of course, I could not participate.
So at this point a lifeline was thrawn by VAC, where your future
husband, the excellent gymnast, István Sárkány also trained.
Yes, I returned to VAC where Pista Sárkány held trainings in the
gym at the Bethlen Square Elementary School, but then the Club
was abolished. For a few months, we scheduled our workouts illegally in the basement gymnasium of the Jewish elementary school
in Wesselényi Street, but in 1942 this ended, too.
Is this when your relationship began?
I knew Pista Sárkány already in 1937 when I first trained there.
At the time, he was the star of the association, a Hungarian champion on the bars, a member of the 1936 Olympic gymnastics team,
and a handsome and lovely young man. He noticed me, he thought
I was clever and talented, I was sixteen, he was twenty-four.
At the end of the training he came to me and asked if he might
walk me home. I agreed.
We walked slowly when we reached the house at 77 Andrássy
Street (I lived there then) and he wanted to kiss me. I didn’t allow
him that, I even quickly pushed him away. After this, I haven’t seen
him for years.
Next time we met in 1942, in the basement gymnasium of Jewish Elementary School in Wesselényi Street, which I have mentioned before. Because of the restrictive laws, we could only exercise in secret there. The darkness of the basement did not bother
us, we were rather pleased with it, because this way we were less
likely to be discovered. Pista started working with me seriously
here; he let me do mainly strength exercises.
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At this time our relationship began to deepen, which, in spite of
my father’s earlier protests, ended up in a wedding. It also helped
that I heard a rumor that married women would not be taken away,
so I married Pista in 1944. This marriage lasted ten years.
Unfortunately, during the Holocaust, your father died in the Auschwitz concentration camp, while your mother and sister escaped
deportation with the help of Raoul Wallenberg. You survived hiding
under the pseudonym Piroska Juhász, and your husband was forced
to labor service but managed to survive the horrors of the war. What
happened to Zoltán Dückstein?
After the war I met Zoli at the College of Physical Education,
where we were colleagues. He was lucky enough to survive the
Holocaust. He taught basketball and handball, and I taught at the
gymnastics department. Unfortunately, we only worked together
for a short time because due to the defection of their son they had
to leave Hungary as well to escape internation; in the fifties, parents were punished in such cases. In any case, the old man did not
like the Communist dictatorship. Their son Bandi became a chess
champion in Austria and later secured a good job at a bank. But he
didn’t help his parents neither then, nor later, regardless of their
poor financial situation in Israel, where they had defected.
Mr. Dücki was appointed as a supervisor, in the Negev, I believe.
They were given a flat in a beautiful suburb of Tel Aviv from where
Zoli would commute to the far away Negev. Later they opened a
gymnasium with his wife, Ida Balázs.
In 1956, you reached the top of your career in Melbourne: you
defended the title of the Olympic champion on the ground, and won
gold on balance beam, in the uneven bars, and in women’s team
portable apparatus along with Andrea Bodó, Aliz Kertész, Margit
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Korondi, Erzsébet Köteles and Olga Tass. Were you immediately invited to Israel after the Olympics?
No, I lived in Australia until 1957 after the Melbourne Olympics, where my mother and sister lived, I had a civil job there for
half a year, and then I came back for a European trip when they
called me to do a gymnastics performance at the 5th Maccabiah
Games. I wrote to Mr. Dücki, who had been living in Israel at that
time, and I asked him if I should go to perform. He replied: “If
you want to perform, bring your own gear. And don’t forget, here
you can be pretty, but not smart!” He was right in everything. In
the summer of 1957 I was already in Israel. It was there that all
my hard work paid off. I introduced competitive gymnastics there,
and from 1958 to 1980 I was head coach of the women’s national
gymnastics team.
Recalling your Olympic successes, I cannot help mentioning the
fact that the number of medals you earned could have been double
if you weren’t injured in ’48 before the London Olympics, or if there
were no two skipped Olympics due to World War II. In these periods
you were at ideal age as a gymnast, do you still think about it?
No, I don’t care anymore. I could travel! I always wanted to
travel, that was my priority. The world opened up to me, I had a
wide range of opportunities, I traveled the world, I achieved success, I got two beautiful, wonderful sons. I managed to accomplish
everything I had been planning, against all odds of the challenging
historical environment.
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György Kornfeld
The Jewish High School paved the way for a straight transition
into the VAC, where György Kornfeld became a first-class basketball player. György Kornfeld, a 88-year-old born in 1930, defected
in 1956 and currently lives in Paris with his family.
When did you start playing for the Fencing and Athletic Club?
After the war, I spent the second half of the 40’s in the VAC. It
wasn’t a Maccabi club back then, and it had nothing to do with the
Maccabi World Union. I went to the Jewish High School where the
legendary Zoltán Dückstein was the gym teacher. Shortly after the
war, if I remember well, he taught at the College of Physical Education. Many excellent university professors and teachers taught at
the Jewish High School before the war, because they had to leave
their university posts due to the ‘numerus clausus’ law.
Between ’45 and ’51 there was still a significant sport life in
VAC. Basketball was one of the highlights of the club, it played
almost all the way in the premier league until it got closed. In ’50
–51, the club was finally abolished by the Communist regime.
The legendary Ralph Klein also played there at the time between
’47 and ’48 and ’50.
Yes, he came from Germany during the war with his mother
and two brothers. His father was deported there. My dearest teammate, he was the best player on the team.
Who else do you remember? Peter Benedek, who was a member
of the Hungarian national team, he was also part of the 14-member
squad for the ’48 London Olympics, but only twelve were taken to
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the Games, so eventually he didn’t get out. Was there a memorable
match that time that you recall?
In 1946, VAC played a match against US officials, I even have a
picture of this match. The match was judged by Ferenc Hepp and
István Tarr, both of whom had serious professional careers. Hepp
was a professor at the College of Physical Education and a senior
executive of the Basketball Association. István Tarr also held high
positions in the Federation later.
In the 1940s Dr. Ferenc Hepp was Chairman of the FIBA Techni
cal Committee.
Yes, he was an internationally renowned sportsman. So Dückstein’s son, Andor, and then Iván Pajor, who went to Vienna later,
Péter Benedek, dr. Dános, György Szemző, Endre Krausz, Andor
Felkai all played on the team against the Americans.
Do you know anything about their lives now? If I know correctly,
most of them had defected in ’56.
Yes, Andor Dückstein became a triple chess champion in Austria. I’ve already heard in Paris that he played with Botvinnik,
Spassky, and most grandmasters. He is 92 years old and still alive.
Iván Pajor was also a first-rate player in basketball and tennis, and moved to Vienna. Dr. Dános is a doctor in Israel, Bandi
Krausz also emigrated to Israel, but he has passed away, as has Andor Felkai, who was the coach of the women’s basketball team and
director of the Jewish hospital.
The female team: Andor Felkai’s sister also played here; later
she went to Holland, became Mrs. Delikát, the wife of a VAC water
polo player; they currently live in Amsterdam.
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What was the basic composition of the first-class basketball team
at that time, in which you were a decisive player?
Our male team – by the way, I have pictures of them – was
made up of the following people: Rolf Klein, Péter Benedek, Andor Dückstein, Öcsi Faludi, Endre Krausz and myself, György Kornfeld.
We played mostly in the premier league, even in TOTO matches, for example, against FTC with five thousand spectators in the
National Stadium. At the end of the forties we slipped down to the
secondary league, by then Klein Rolf didn’t play anymore, that was
around 1949-50. Our team at that time was not bad either: Oszkár
Soós, Péter Benedek, Andor Felkai, Tamás Máy, Kornfeld, Dános.
By the way, we also played handball under Zoltán Dückstein’s
coaching, and had multisport training, and Rolf Klein also played
handball with us. István Serényi, a multiple times national team
member and handball player of the Berlin Olympics, has been
training with us frequently.
The club wasn’t too sound financially; did VAC have any sources
of income other than membership fees?
Not really. The association was poor, athletes and coaches were
not paid, not even first class ones. Everyone worked or studied besides sports. I remember a supporter, a sponsor, Dr. László Tauber, the excellent former gymnast champion. He emigrated to the
United States and made a great career as a physician. He also had
private clinics. He sponsored the VAC after the war.
What other sports departments do you remember from that time?
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I have read several times in the past that VAC was definitively
abolished during World War II and finally closed its doors. Well,
no! It was not abolished! Not only the basketball department, but
many others worked and flourished besides basketball. I clearly remember table tennis, athletics, swimming, water polo. My friend
Józsi Weinberger was also an outstanding player of the club.
Who do you remember among the professionals and coaches?
Among the main people, there was a teacher named József Duxler, who taught at Kölcsey [High School] and later became general
secretary and leader of the Hungarian Table Tennis Federation. He
wooed Gizi Farkas, a multiple world champion. He also brought
and enticed people and players for VAC. For example, Duxler recruited István Molnár, a handball goalkeeper. He was not a Jew, but
he also attended Kölcsey and he was talented.
How was your private life later, after ’56?
In 1956, I graduated in bridge engineering at the [Budapest]
University of Technology. I met also my wife here, who was an
engineer, too. In 1956, we defected to Paris. And we were right,
leaving Hungary was one of the best decisions in my life. We have
already established a family here in France and created a wonderful existence.
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György Szepesi
The greatest Hungarian radio reporter of all time, former Hungarian and international sports leader, former basketball player of
VAC.
When and how did you come in contact with the VAC team despite not attending the Jewish High School?
It is true, I did not go there, I finished five grades at Könyves
Kálmán Grammar School, and then I started my sixth in Berzsenyi
after moving with my parents to 23 Sas Street. And that was where
I graduated later. I played basketball and football. I heard of VAC
in the early thirties as an uncle of a classmate named Mélesz played
in their football team.
I only started training there from 1941 on.
I think the anti-Semitic laws did play a role in this.
Yes, absolutely. According to the 1941 law, athletes of Jewish origin were forbidden in sports associations. In this inhumane and humiliating situation, VAC was our only opportunity for regular sports.
That’s how I got into this traditional Jewish sports association.
What do you remember about the association and the circumstances? How long could you play competitively here?
Initially, we held the training at the Wesselényi Street Gym and
then at the Jewish High School in Abonyi Street, led by Zoltán
Dückstein. We had an excellent team: Szőke, Rózsa, Felkai, Rozenthal, Knöpfler, the Warscher brothers, and mainly Pista Serényi, who played for the Hungarian national handball team multiple times and participated in the 1936 Olympics. We played in the
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premier league against the teams BEAC, BSZKRT and MÁVAG,
among others. These were the keen basketball associations at that
time. From the spring of 1942 on, VAC was banned from playing
in the league. Despite all this the team wasn’t dissolved, we rather continued to train. Our teammate Krausz organized the team
and led our training sessions. We arranged a Pentecostal tournament at Abonyi Street. It is still a pleasant memory that Királyházi,
Ervin Kassai, István Király, Zsíros and Gábor Kuncze’s uncle, Géza
Kuncze, who was one of those to initiate and establish basketball in
Hungary, all accepted our invitation to play.
So from 1942 to 1943 we played only among ourselves. We had
two training sessions a week just to be prepared to immediately
return into the national championship once persecutions have
ended. For us playing sports was a very important element of life
because we felt like athletes with equal rights during training.
What was the atmosphere around VAC during the matches? Did
you ever felt hatred?
Very much so! For me, the atmosphere against VAC was unbearable, anti-Semite slurs from everywhere, but the worst thing
was the chant, “Ria! Ria! Hungária!” That one hurt more than
“dirty Jews”. They deprived us of being part of the nation and considered us aliens. To this day, I still cannot get over the hurt I felt.
This is where your career as a journalist started, if I remember
correctly.
Yes, on January 18, 1942, my first article appeared in Népszava.
It was a social democratic newspaper, then I was a member of the
internal organization of the Social Democratic Party in District V
until 1948. I was there at the merger congress.
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What happened to you and your family during the Holocaust?
My father and me were forced to labor service. I was dispatched
to Eastern Hungary and Ukraine, my father had to work within
Hungary only. I had two very humane commanders, and from my
group, V / 2. not one labor service prisoner died, everyone survived, even though we had to march through entire Ukraine. The
day before the Arrow Cross took over the reigns, on October 14,
1944, we were let go. We produced many Christian birth certificates and distributed false papers. We saved others with these papers, but I couldn’t save my father.
I am still obsessed by the thought that if I came home just two
days sooner in November ’44, my father would not have been deported to the death camp.
On November 5, 1944, my father was collected from Komárom
area, Szőny, with two of my uncles, and eventually he died in Buchenwald at the age of 48 (I found the time and place of his death
much later in the Yad Vashem Museum). I wanted to take him to
Pest to save him, but I missed him by two days. I will never forgive
myself for this.
After World War II, how did your athletic career restart?
In 1945 I transferred to the VI. district MADISZ basketball
team. First I played here and then I played in the lower league in
the team of the Hungarian Radio as a certified player. Most of my
former VAC teammates left, defected after the war or in ’56. I did
not leave, although I could have gone to Palestine or Israel several
times. I have always considered myself Hungarian, a Hungarian of
Israelite religion. I didn’t like being labeled Jewish.This is my home
country.
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József Weinberger
Born in 1933 József Weinberger left Hungary in 1956, currently
he lives in Sao Paulo, and started playing for VAC immediately after World War II.
How did you get involved with VAC and water polo at all? I presume the Jewish High School has played a role in this.
In the early 1940s, as a Jewish child, I attended the Jewish High
School in Szt. Domonkos Street as that was the boys’ wing. The
girls went to classes in Abonyi Street. I finished first grade here,
and I finished school at the Wesselényi Street Jewish technical
school after the war, when it was taken over by the state.
Before the end of the war, VAC had a relationship with the
school. As far as I remember there was a lively sports life and there
was a certain migration between the school and VAC. Not so much
after the war. I mean the period from 1947 onwards.
Do you remember Zoltán Dückstein?
Yes, but I was taught by Perényi in physical education, he was
a legendary sports educator. His nickname was “Tróger” [Brute].
Did he also help direct you into swimming?
No. I don’t remember exactly how we got into swimming with
my friends, but I also started as a swimmer like everyone else. Then
one day they said they needed players to complete the team, and
asked whether we would like to play water polo. From then on we
went to water polo training, and I have been playing in the team
since I was fifteen. I was a tall, strong guy and a good swimmer.
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How do you remember VAC’s team back then?
After World War II VAC was promoted to the secondary league
in the national water polo championship, where our team’s position
was considered quite stable. A curiosity I should share is that Ferenc Szusza, the legendary footballer and the young György Kárpáti
watched our matches from the grandstand at Császár [swimming
pool] several times. I played in the team until VAC was abolished.
I am quite sure, in 1950 there was no VAC anymore.
Water polo was not as strong in VAC as was basketball, which
had a long tradition and was top class. Benedek, Klein, Kornfeld
were excellent players at that time.
Do you remember exactly how the club was abolished? Were
there signs?
No, it happened overnight, along with other Jewish and Zionist
associations. Some of us transferred to other teams.
Were you in any Zionist organizations in your youth?
Yes, I was a member of the Zionist organization Hasomér
Hacair before university. Many of my friends were members of
Dror. These were probably the two best known groups.
Did you ever talk about making Aliyah?
I don’t really remember. We felt good after the liberation, we
were playing sports, we were in a good community, we wanted to
be together and live here. It wasn’t really a topic. There were lectures on Palestine and the opportunities there, but we were very
young, we didn’t quite realize it. The club was in Király Street. Al176
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though there is no doubt that VAC was not only a sports club, but
also a meeting place for the youth having Jewish identity.
During the World War II, what happened to you, how did you
survive the horrors?
My mother and I were in the ghetto, my father was forced to
labor service, but he was so weakened by starvation and illness that
he died in the year of his return.
In ’44 once we walked with my mother towards Vadász Street
to a protected building belonging to the Swiss Embassy, where my
mother would have tried to get clearance to move from our yellowstar house into a protected house. When we stood in front of the
embassy and waited in the crowd, a truck stopped on one side,
then a truck on the other side, and they began forcing the Jews to
get on them. We eluded that by fleeing thanks to a good Hungarian
goy. The man stood there in the street and he pointed at a doorway at the opposite side, suggesting, we should enter there quickly.
Then, having seen our hesitation, he also guided us to the doorway,
which turned out to be a passage that had previously been used as
a kind of small market. We went in and came out on the other side.
So we escaped.
Are you aware of anyone who is still alive from your former team?
Imre Nyéki, whom I attended the industrial school with, and
whom I also played water polo with in VAC. He had his name
Hungarianized, his original name was Izsó Kohn. He is supposed
to be still alive, his son is Aurél Nyéki, I think he was a swimmer
and became a coach. They live here in Hungary, they haven’t left.
János Delikát, Tamás Pásztor live in the Netherlands, they were
also my contemporaries, playing [water] polo in VAC.
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Why did you decide to emigrate from the country?
I graduated from the University of Technology, and as a young
engineer I didn’t know what would happen after the revolution; in
what direction things would go. I felt a great deal of uncertainty,
no desire either for communism or fascism. In ’56 I went over to
Austria, along with some others, at the end of October.
I remember, every Hungarian Jew wanted to go to the USA,
there were huge queues in front of the consulate in the chilly autumn wheather. But I had relatives in Uruguay, which everyone
considered the Switzerland of South America, so we arrived there
after a small detour in the Netherlands. I lived there for three years
and then I came to Brazil that offered more opportunities, and
where I found my calling and got married, my children were born
here. One of my relatives invited me here, who had been deported
from the US due to his Hungarian Communist party membership,
and then emigrated to Brazil. Well, that is my story.
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Beregi, Ármin (1879 – 1953): engineer, Zionist leader, who knew
Theodor Herzl personally through family links. He founded several
Zionist organizations together with Mózes Bisseliches: Makkabea for universities, Ivria for high schools, Júdea for workers, and
Debóra (“Deborah”) for Zionist women. Between 1911 and 1918,
Beregi was president of the Zionist Association of Hungary. In
1921, as an engineer, he took part in the construction of a factory
in Tel Aviv, collecting archaeological artefacts that he later donated
to the museum [of the city]. He made Aliyah in 1935, a street is
named after him in Yad Eliyahu, Israel.
Braun, József “Csibi”, József Braun, Barna (Budapest, February
26, 1901 – next to Kharkov, February 1943): football player, bank
clerk, MTK’s right winger. Already at the age of 13, he was a VAC
youth player. Two years later, coach Jimmy Hogan invited him to
join Magyar Testgyakorlók Köre (MTK) (“Hungarian Circle of
Physical Exercise”). On October 6, 1918 he played for the first time
on the national [football] team. In 1924, he was a member of the
Olympic team. His last national match took place in 1926. He wore
the jersey with the arms of the country 27 times, and scored 11
goals for Hungary. In 1921, he suffered a serious injury, but due
to his persistence he could return. At the age of 25 he had to give
up football forever. He was ranked among the best footballers of
his age. He won eight national championships with MTK. He was
forced into a labor battalion [of the Hungarian army in Russia]
where he died in 1943.
Dömény, (Deutsch) Lajos (Ádánd, 1880 ? – September 7,
1914). Politician, lawyer. His parents were Sándor Deutsch and Ida
Ehrlich. He graduated from the Pázmány Péter University in 1904
with a doctorate in law, and opened a law firm in Budapest the
same year. In 1902 he became acquainted with Zionist ideas and
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soon became the leader of the movement in Hungary. In 1903, he
started the first Hungarian Zionist newspaper, Zsidó néplap, (“The
Jewish People’s Daily”) with Ármin Bokor, created the Jewish National Fund (Keren Kajemet) and became its Hungarian leader. In
1906, he organized the Fencing and Athletic Club (VAC), the first
and only Hungarian Jewish sports association. As a VAC table tennis player, he is one of the introducers and first Hungarian competitors of table tennis in Hungary. In 1913, he founded Kadima, the
first Hungarian Jewish Scout Group. In 1914 he enlisted, served as
a captain during World War I, and fell on the Russian front.
Dückstein, Zoltán (Budapest, June 6, 1894 – Tel Aviv, November 12, 1962): Physical Education Teacher. In 1912, he graduated
from the Jewish High School in Budapest and got a physical education teaching diploma; he then taught at the same school from
1913 to 1914 and from 1922 to 1944. He served as a lieutenant in
World War I; in 1916 he became a prisoner of war. In 1920, together with Andor Zsoldos, he reorganized the first and only Hungarian Jewish sports association, the Fencing and Athletic Club (VAC).
In 1922, under his leadership the VAC’s women’s team presented
a version of the handball game he called “palmball”. In 1922, he
became a member of VAC’s first Hungarian handball championship team, and from 1923, he was a VAC foreman and tournament
judge. In 1928, 1932 and 1936, he was the official leader and judge
of the Hungarian Olympic gymnastics team, as official leader, interpreter and judge of the Hungarian national team at the 1930 and
1934 tournaments. Until 1944, he was the head coach and sports
director of VAC handball, basketball and gymnastics; he also
taught Ágnes Keleti. Between 1945 and 1948, he was a teacher of
the College of Physical Education (Testnevelési Főiskola, TF), and
the author of the first professional handball-book. In 1948, he was
the leader of the Hungarian Olympic gymnastics team. In 1951 he
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emigrated to Israel, where he led, together with his wife Ida Balázs,
a gymnastics school in Tel Aviv. From 1928 he worked as a journalist, writing for the Egyenlőség (“Equality”) and Esti kurír (“Evening
Courier”) publications, and later as a columnist of the Mai nemzedék (“Today’s Generation”).
Herzl, Tivadar, Theodor Herzl (Pest, May 2, 1860 – Edlach,
July 3, 1904) Politician and Writer, Visionary of the Jewish State,
Father of Zionist Policy, Founder of the Zionist World Organization. His was shocked when he was covering the Dreyfus affair for
his paper from Paris, and experienced antisemitism that strongly
manifested itself during the trial. Under this effect he wrote his
pamphlet Der Judenstaat (“The Jewish State”), which was printed
on February 14, 1896, and proposed that Jews from all over the
world return to Palestine, the ancient homeland, from where they
were driven out. The first Zionist congress, which was held in 1897,
was organized by Theodor Herzl and he was later elected as president. He held this post until his death. He reached an agreement
with Sultan Abdul Hamid II. to allow Jews to settle in Palestine.
Herzl died at the age of 44 of a cardiac desease. His body was, according to his final will, taken to Jerusalem after the establishment
of the State of Israel, and buried in a grave memorial in the National Pantheon on the Mount Herzl, named after him.
Kabos, Endre (Nagyvárad, May 10, 1906 – Budapest, April
11, 1944): Three-time Olympic champion swordsman. He lost his
life at the age of 38, when the Margaret Bridge was bombed. He
was already a member of the gold medal team in Los Angeles. He
was third in the individual event. In the individual event in Berlin
he attained the highest level of the podium and, with his elegant,
calm, tactical fencing, he was part of the team victory as well. He
was a left-handed competitor. He also earned six European cham183
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pionship golds; four in team, two in individual. However, he won
the Hungarian Championship only in team, although experts
thought he was one of the best Hungarian swordsmen. After Los
Angeles, he put aside his sword for a long time, was unemployed,
then opened a grocery store, and finally, Lipót Aschner, the patron
of UTE, helped him to get a job. As the war years approached, he
could no longer fence due to discriminating laws.
Keleti, (Klein) Ágnes (Budapest, January 9, 1921 –) Five-time
Olympic champion with the title “Athlete of the Nation”, the most
successful competitor of Hungarian gymnastics, the most successful Hungarian female athlete of all time, who won the Hungarian
Championship 46 times and was team champion seven times. In
1957, she settled down in Israel, where she established gymnastics
at a national scale. From 1958 to 1980, she was the coach of the
Israeli gymnastics team, worked as a trainer from 1983 to 1988 at
Israeli clubs. From 1957 to 1980, she also worked as a teacher at the
Israeli College of Physical Education.
Nordau, Max Simon – originally known as Miksa Simon
Südfeld (Pest, July 29, 1849 – Paris, January 23, 1923): Germanspeaking Jewish journalist and physician residing in Hungary, later
in France. He lived in Pest until he was 23, where she studied medicine and became a journalist. He helped Tivadar Herzl found the
Zionist movement. He was chairman and vice chairman of several Zionist conferences. He was the father of “Muskeljudentum”
(“muscular Judaism”), and the initiator of the Jewish sports movement. He also dealt with medicine, philosophy and literature. In
1926, he was reburied in the Trumpeldor Cemetery in Tel Aviv.
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Sárkány, István (Torda, August 5, 1913 – Budapest, November
28, 2009): Multiple Hungarian champion gymnast in VAC colors.
Sárkány participated already at the 1936 Berlin Olympics, where
he became seventh in the team. After retiring, he worked as a scoring judge, coach and federal secretary.
Szalai, József dr. (Kővágóörs, December 18, 1892 – Budapest,
November 29, 1990): athlete, sports leader. He graduated from the
University of Budapest with a doctorate in law, then from 1915 he
worked at the municipality of Budapest. He was district mayor, as
of 1949 Chairman of the Council of the V. district, then Managing
Director of the Capital Sports Facilities Company, Chairman of the
Hungarian Gymnastics Association and member of the Hungarian Olympic Committee. He was a ten-time Hungarian champion
in gymnastics, in 1912 and 1928 he participated in the Stockholm
respectively Amsterdam Olympics. In 1984, he was awarded the
Medal of Honor [of the Hungarian Olympic Committee].
Schlosser, Imre (Budapest, October 11, 1889 – Budapest, July
19, 1959): footballer. From 1904, he played in the colors of the Ferencvárosi Torna Club (FTC) and was part of the team’s overall
success. In 1906, he was chosen member of the National team for
the first time, after which he was drafted 68 more times in the national eleven. In 1915, he transferred to the Magyar Testgyakorlók
Köre (MTK). Later, he worked as a coach in Budapest, Norrköping
and at the Wisła in Kraków. In 1925, he signed at the Vienna WAC
as a player and agreed to train also the Brigittenauer AC. After returning from abroad, he went back to the FTC and won the championships with them in 1926–27. He also won a second-league
championship with the VAC team in the early twenties.
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Szepesi, György (Friedländer) (Budapest, February 5, 1922 –
Budapest, July 25, 2018): Sports journalist, Hungarian and international sports leader. From 1945 on, he worked for the Hungarian Radio. His particular enthusiasm, unique broadcasting style
stood out among others. In 1953, he covered the England-Hungary
match on the radio. According to the National Sports magazine,
he was the “twelfth player of the Golden Team”. He was considered
the greatest sports broadcaster of all time. From 1978 to 1986, he
was president of the Hungarian Football Federation MLSZ. From
1982 to 1994, he was a member of the FIFA executive committee.
In 1995, he was awarded the Silver Degree of the Olympic Order
of the IOC. In 2005, he became an honorary citizen of Budapest,
and in the same year he received the Silver Cross of the Hungarian
Order of Merit.
Székely, Ferenc (Schlesinger) (Ala, Fejér County, January 9,
1858 – Budapest, 1934 ?): Bank director, economic writer, honorable
royal privy counsilor. In 1892, he was appointed CEO and then
chairman of the City Savings Fund, which was founded at that time.
He then became CEO and later vice president of the EnglishHungarian Bank. He also served as vice president of Pest Lloyd
Society, president of several Hungarian financial institutions and
industrial companies. In 1910, he received the title of court councilor. From 1919 to 1921, he was president of the Pest Jewish
Community. He served as president of the National Jewish Patronage
Association right from its foundation, as chairman of the executive
committee of the Franz Joseph National Jewish Theological
Seminary from 1927 and he was treasurer of the Jewish Hungarian
Literary Society from its establishment on. Before World War I, he
launched the movement that aimed at unifying Hungarian Jews.
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